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Syrian rebels surrender Aleppo
Civilians may evacuate
with fighters or move to
government-held territory
By ANNE BARNARD
NEW YORK TIMES

BEIRUT — Russia declared on
Tuesday that the four-year battle
over Aleppo, Syria’s largest city,
was over, as the last remaining rebel fighters agreed to turn over their
territory to the Syrian government.
While pro-government forces were
moving in, United Nations officials
said they were receiving multiple
reports of execution-style killings.
The deal was announced just as

civilians inside the rebel enclave
said they had lost hope. They had
spent days huddled in abandoned
apartments under heavy shelling,
as those with a record of opposing the government said they were
bracing for arrest, conscription or
death.
Under the deal, evacuations are
set to begin at 5 a.m. today. Earlier on Tuesday, fears had mounted as the U.N. said it had reports
that Syrian troops or allied Iraqi
militiamen were gunning down
families in apartments and on
the streets, with the toll reaching
82 civilians.
Several residents said they had
lost contact with relatives in those

same areas, and a monitoring
group, the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights, said the number of
men forced to join the army upon
fleeing to government areas had
reached 6,000. And with no way to
treat the wounded, bodies were piling up on the streets of the shrinking rebel territory.
But then came the deal, and the
shelling quieted down. Russia,
Turkey and Syrian rebel groups
announced that they had agreed to
evacuate all of the remaining fighters to rebel-held territory, with civilians free to join them or move to
government-held areas, leaving the
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Syrian troops and pro-government gunmen march through
the empty streets of east Aleppo, Syria, on Tuesday.

APP CHALLENGE » SR High junior wins share of national prize
by creating tool to help schoolchildren learn multiplication tables

Making math easier

County
bans
rural pot
growing
Supervisors approve
land-use ordinance
regulating cultivation
By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

JOHN BURGESS / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

MAKING IT COUNT: Proctor Terrace School students join Mia Johansson, center, a 16-year-old junior at Santa Rosa High School, who was named a winner in the
Congressional App Challenge for her smartphone app, Times Table Math. The app helps elementary students learn their multiplication tables.
By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

H

elen Johansson, a first-grade teacher at Proctor Terrace Elementary
School, was looking for an app to
help students at the school learn their multiplication tables, but couldn’t find any she
liked.
Her daughter, Mia, a 16-year-old junior at
Santa Rosa High School, figured that was a
great opportunity for her to stretch her programming muscles and get creative.
Her app, called Times Table Math, ended

up being one of 123 winning apps created in
the 2016 Congressional App Challenge.
More than 2,150 students nationally competed, with 650 original apps created and
submitted from participating congressional
districts. Johansson will head to Washington, D.C., in April for a ceremony and to
receive a portion of the $50,000 prize money
donated by Amazon for tools to help the
winners continue creating apps.
When her family got the word that she’d
won from Rep. Mike Thompson, D-St. Helena,
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“I have no one in
my life that is into
computer science,
so I don’t really
know how I got
interested in it.”

Siding with rural residents
opposed to cannabis cultivation
in their neighborhoods, Sonoma
County supervisors on Tuesday rejected a proposal to allow
small-scale growers to farm
marijuana in any rural residential zones outside city limits.
Supervisors Shirlee Zane,
David Rabbitt and James Gore
voiced strong support for an
outright ban, opposing a county Planning Commission recommendation to allow cottage-sized cultivation on rural
residential lots of 2 acres in size
or more.
The three were forceful in
their opposition, with Rabbitt
and Gore saying they believe
marijuana farms are not an appropriate land use, and Zane
adding she’s most worried
about crime associated with the
industry.
“There’s a lot of violence
with home invasions. … I think
the crime element has not been
discussed enough,” Zane said.
“People who live in rural residential (areas) have a right to
live in a safe community.”
The board, instead, voted to
approve a broader, far-reaching
land-use ordinance regulating
marijuana cultivation, both
indoors and outdoors, on agricultural and industrial zones
across the county. Implementation is tied largely to the success
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MIA JOHANSSON, Santa Rosa

High School junior who won the
2016 Congressional App Challenge

INSIDE

Oil insider may be hindered as diplomat
By TRACY WILKINSON
AND IVAN PENN
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Rex
Tillerson
Donald Trump’s
pick for secretary
of state is CEO of
Exxon Mobil.

WASHINGTON — As chief executive officer of Exxon Mobil, Rex Tillerson has led a vast energy juggernaut,
roaming the globe in search of multibillion-dollar deals, working with despots as well as democrats.
The brash Texas oilman has helped
forge or supervise exploration, production and refinery projects in
50 countries on six continents, from

A Senate confirmation
Africa to the Arctic. The TRUMP TAPS PERRY
fight already is brewing
company was widely seen AS ENERGY CHIEF
over Tillerson’s personal
as a quasi-state, with more Ex-governor of Texas
and business ties to Vladinfluence in some parts of once couldn’t recall
the world than the U.S. gov- agency’s name that he’s imir Putin, now Russia’s
autocratic president. Few
ernment.
now likely to lead / B1
in Congress feel warmly
If Tillerson is confirmed
as Donald Trump’s secretary of state, about Putin, and many are outraged
however, he may find that his 41-year that CIA reports show that Russia
career at the world’s largest public- used hackers to try to influence the
ly traded oil and gas company could U.S. presidential race.
After several days of leaks from
hamper his ability to freely conduct
foreign policy as America’s top diplomat.
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SR SQUARE PROJECT: City

officials show support for
reunification effort despite
delay and cost of project
rising by $500,000 / A3
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